Maidstone & Medway CC – 21/12/14
Mrs Di Brown
An excellent show with its usual cheery and happy festive atmosphere, my thanks to
Shelagh and her show management team for the judging invitation. To Mary Janicki
my sincere thanks also, it is always a pleasure to have you stewarding for me Mary
and I look forward to the next time.
British Black Adult Female
CC & BOB – Brown’s KOLINGA BACK TO BLACK (BRI n) F 20/03/14. A
very promising young queen, lovely head type although needs to catch up with body
size. Nice and round with good full cheeks and very good width between neat small
rounded-tipped ears set to follow the contours of the head. Short broad nose, good
firm chin, bite just about meets, well rounded muzzle. Very good expression to eyes
of intense orange colour. Short strong neck, large very substantial and weighty cobby
body, short strong limbs and rounded paws, medium length tail to balance. Jet black
coat, a touch unsound but acceptable for the certificate, short and fairly dense, just
marginally soft in texture today. Excellent temperament and presentation.
British Lilac Kitten Male
1st – Edward’s KERNMERE DANCINGFLAME (BRI c) M 25/04/14. This lad
has overall good type although I would have liked him a little bigger for an 8 month
male. Well rounded head with medium size ears set well and with good width
between, neat cheeks, short nose, good chin and bite, somewhat prominent in the
whisker pads. Eyes round and open in expression, mid orange in colour but has a
marginal green inner ring at present. Body fairly cobby in type, but although well
covered could be weightier, medium length limbs tail marginally long for balance.
Darker lilac coat colour that could show more of a pinkish overtone, shows a lot of
tabby ghosting to body as yet with very clear facial markings and rings to tail, it was
also quite unsound, fairly good for length with some density but soft in texture. A
sweet tempered boy who is at that awkward stage of development. Very easy to
handle and excellently presented.
British Lilac Kitten Female
1st & BOB – Acton’s IDLEBECK TARARA BOOM DEAY (BRI c) F 19/08/14.
A promising young baby, nicely developed for her age. Dear little head, round and
neat with medium size ears set well apart, cheeks coming along nicely, nose short,
chin firm and bite level, rounded muzzle. Excellent expression to eyes, colour rather
muddy toned at present but looks as though it will be deep orange when it has
finished developing. Weighty and compact little body, with short limbs and neat
round paws, tail with rounded tip to balance. Excellent pinky tones to lilac coat, still
shows baby guard hairs at present but is quite dense, it is also free from ghosting and
completely sound. Lovely temperament, purred throughout. Excellently presented.
British Cinnamon or Fawn Kitten
1st & BOB – Carroll’s FANBIEKATZ JIMMY CHOO (BRI p) M 10/08/14. A
cobby and substantial boy of overall good type. Round head with neat cheeks, ears are
a bit tall at the moment and they could do with more width between but he is still very

young, rounded forehead and short neat nose, good depth of chin and a level bite,
teething pinch to muzzle. Round eyes with good expression, colour still developing
with a marginal green inner ring at present. Weighty and compact body, short strong
limbs and large round paws, tail almost balances. Pretty rosy-toned fawn coat, shows
some light surface ghost spotting at present but is otherwise fawn to roots, a tad baby
long and soft in texture but does have some density to it. Excellent to handle and
excellently presented.
British Red Kitten
1st & BOB – Zerilli’s WILLOWOOD JASPER CARROTT (BRI d) M 14/04/14.
A beautifully grown kitten with good British type, just a month away from adulthood
and beginning to look it. Round head with full cheeks, very good width to top head
with medium size ears well set, rounded brow perhaps a little heavy, short broad nose,
deep chin and level bite, marginally pinched in the muzzle today. Eyes very slightly
deep set thus not quite as open as ideal but colour excellent, a deep intense orange.
Large cobby and substantial body, strong boned limbs, marginally long tail with
rounded tip. Excellent rich bright red coat which shows a fair amount of clear spotted
pattern at the moment, but otherwise red to roots and hopefully this will fade out
somewhat as he matures, good for length and quite dense albeit a touch soft in texture.
Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Oriental Tortie Adult
BOB – Viggers’ IMP GD CH MICHANT FURREVER-LOVE (OSH j) F
17/05/12. A lovely queen, elegant and stylish with very well balanced head, top line
excellent and the ears are large, nicely flared and set to follow. Almost straight profile
with good depth of chin, bite has several incisors missing but looks reasonably level.
Beguiling eyes of very good shape and set with good mid green colour. Long elegant
neck and a long well toned and slender body, long slender limbs and neat spoon paws,
tapered tail to almost balance. Pinky-toned lilac tortie coat, well mingled throughout
with mid and paler cream, sound to roots, length and texture excellent, very short
sleek and close lying. Handled well and was excellently presented. Later my choice
for Best Oriental Adult.
A.C. Balinese Adult.
BOB – Hart’s CH HARTRIDGE HIPPYCHIC (BAL f 21) F 21/03/13. A good
size Bali lady of well balanced and stylish type. Even medium length wedge with
good width to top of head, ears large nicely furnished and with good width at the
base, set to follow. Almost straight profile, chin good, bite scissored over. Oriental
eye shape, slightly deep set, colour bright mid blue. Long weighty body, limbs fairly
long and dainty for this breed, neat fronded paws, tail needs an inch to balance. Seal
tortie points show lots of good bright red mingling on all extremities, but particularly
on the ears, coat length very good, flowing well and frilling at the lower edges of the
sides, with lovely silky and fine texture, lightly shaded thus excellent contrast, plume
well furnished. Excellent to handle and beautifully presented.
Lilac Point Siamese Kitten Male
1st & BOB – Sibley’s ATARIQ CELESTIAL HALO (SIA c) M 16/08/14. A solid
little boy of promising type. Neat medium length wedge with lovely top of head and
large ears set wide. Tiny baby dips to profile, chin could be a tad deeper but lines up
well with the nose tip and the bite is level, teething pinch to muzzle. Excellent

expression to eyes of mid blue. Promising length to weighty and firm toned body,
long slender limbs and super whippy tail to balance. Points colour is pale but
marginally blue toned at present and he has a lot of brindling to his tail. Magnolia coat
with minimal tonal shading, good for length but soft fine baby texture as yet. A super
little chap, who was friendly and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Lilac Point Siamese Kitten Female
1st – Rudakov’s SENSUAL SZARINA LING-LING (SIA c) F 15/06/14. A well
grown girl of overall good type. Medium length wedge, top of head slightly narrow so
she tends to carry her large ears a little high, better when she relaxes. Good shape and
set to eyes, colour could ideally be deeper but is acceptable. Profile almost straight,
chin and bite good. Long body with full tummy line, long limbs, tail needs at least an
inch to balance. Points colour on the dark side and could pinker in tone with a very
definite brownish over-tone to the tail, Short close coat, more off-white than magnolia
in colour, of good texture with some brownish shading over the flanks. A little shy but
handled well. Excellently presented.
Lilac Point Siamese Neuter
BOB – Martin’s IMP GD PR ABICASA THE ARTFUL DODGER (SIA c) MN
19/01/12. A beautiful male neuter, very stylish and balanced overall. Excellent head
type, albeit a tad effeminate, excellent top of head and very large flared ears,
beautifully open at the base and set wide. Dip to profile centre nose, chin firm and
bite level. Love his true Siamese expression, and the colour is excellent for depth of
blue and brilliance of tone. Well defined neck-line and a long really weighty and firm
toned body, long elegant limbs and neat spoon paws, tapered tail to almost balance.
Lovely pinky-toned lilac points with the merest hint of tonal shading to his magnolia
coat that was short close and excellent for overall texture. Perfect temperament, such
a relaxed and laid back lad, beautifully presented.
END OF REPORT

